
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
COMPLETELY REDESIGNED | HEADPHONE OUTPUT | SPEAKER OUTPUT 

The Orange Crush Mini is redesigned to give you Orange tone in a small, lightweight amplifier. Whether warming up backstage, on 
the road practice or in your bedroom, the Crush Mini is always there to provide Orange tone. 

The redesigned control panel gives you full tonal control with gain, shape and volume. Backing off the gain and pushing the volume 
will give you a crunch tone, while pushing the gain up will give you searing high gain tones. The shape control, like the Micro Dark, 
cuts or boosts the mids, giving fat mid through to scooped tones. 

A new feature for the Crush Mini is the 8 Ohm speaker output, using the preamp stage of the amp you can plug into a speaker 
cabinet, opening up your amps capabilities. The built in tuner returns making sure on the road you are always in tune, the 
headphone output alsos cuts the speaker for silent practice, and the AUX IN means playing along to your favourite songs is a 
breeze. 

   

The Crush Mini uses three controls volume, 
shape and gain, to give you a wide range of 
tones, without the need to spend too much 

time dialing in.  

Plugging a cabinet into the speaker output 
turns the Micro Crush into a amplifier for your 

cabinet. 

Classic Orange styling in a portable 3 Watt 
combo,a chromatic tuner and Aux-In make 

this a versatile amplifier. 

 

FEATURES: GUITAR LEAD ACTIVATED POWER ON, INTEGRATED TUNER, 3.5MM HEADPHONE JACK, 8OHM 
JACK FOR EXTERNAL SPEAKER, 3.5MM AUX IN JACK 

CONTROLS (RIGHT TO LEFT): INPUT, GAIN, SHAPE, VOLUME, HEADPHONE JACK (BELOW) INTEGRATED CHROMATIC 
TUNER. 

FINISH OPTIONS: ORANGE BASKETWEAVE VINYL 

OUTPUT POWER: 3 WATTS 

POWER INTERNAL 9 V BATTERY (SUPPLIED) OR 9V CENTRE NEGATIVE POWER SUPPLY (NOT 
SUPPLIED) 

UNBOXED DIMENSIONS (W X H X D): 15 X 14.5 X 8.3CM (5.9 X 5.7 X 3.26”) 

UNBOXED WEIGHT: 904G (1.99 LBS) 

 



 

 

 


